
  

Quilted Cat Wall Hanging
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Materials:
Wool felt – black, white, green, pink
Black fabric for back and borders - approx. ½ yard
Fabric for background and binding - approx. ½ yard
Quilt batting
DMC thread

Directions:
1. Cut your felt pieces using the patterns
2. Cut a 12” X 12” square from your background fabric(orange polka dot.)
3. Sew the cat face on the center of the 12”X12” square of background fabric  
    using a blanket stitch.
4. Next sew the eyes in place using a running stitch.  Then sew the nose and  
    mouth in place using a running stitch.  
5. Once the cat has been stitched onto the square, cut 4 ½ “ wide borders    
    from the black fabric.  Using the square that you previously sewed the cat   
    on, sew the borders around the background one at a time. Open and          
    press each border before add the next one. Continue sewing and pressing 
    until your square has a black border all the way around it.  
6. Cut a piece of batting and black fabric the same size as your finished front  
    piece. Sandwich all three pieces together placing the cat piece on top, the  
    batting in the middle and the black fabric on the bottom.  Pin the layers in    
    place then quilt your wall hanging.  
7.  After quilting your wall hanging, straighten and trim the edges using a         
     rotary cutter and a ruler. 
8. Next cut the strips for your binding.  Sew the strips together and press your 
     binding.  There are many tutorials for making binding if you need help or    
     you can use a pre-made binding.
9.  Attach your binding.  Then using black fabric sew three tabs on the back    
     of the wall hanging, placing on on each side and one in the center.
10. Hang your wall hanging, then stand back to admire it.
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